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Abstract (summary)

The risk of an emerging market asset bubble.

US Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen on July 2 brushed aside mounting concerns about excesses in financial
markets, by insisting that there was no pressing need to alter the conduct of US monetary policy in response to
historically high asset prices. Her comments helped underpin the four-month-long rally in emerging market (EM)
assets, driven by the ongoing 'reach for yield' among global investors. However, this rally is tactical and is
occurring amid deterioration in the creditworthiness and economic performance of many EMs. While country-
specific differences between and within EM regions are being reflected more accurately in bond prices, ultra-
accommodative monetary conditions are suppressing consideration of idiosyncratic risks and increasing the scope
for a major correction should sentiment deteriorate abruptly.

SUBJECT:The risk of an emerging market asset bubble.

SIGNIFICANCE:US Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen on July 2 brushed aside mounting concerns about excesses
in financial markets, by insisting that there was no pressing need to alter the conduct of US monetary policy in
response to historically high asset prices. Her comments helped underpin the four-month-long rally in emerging
market (EM) assets, driven by the ongoing 'reach for yield' among global investors. However, this rally is tactical
and is occurring amid deterioration in the creditworthiness and economic performance of many EMs. While country-
specific differences between and within EM regions are being reflected more accurately in bond prices, ultra-
accommodative monetary conditions are suppressing consideration of idiosyncratic risks and increasing the scope
for a major correction should sentiment deteriorate abruptly.

ANALYSIS: Impacts.

The rally in EM assets depends heavily on continued reassurance provided by central banks' ultra-accommodative
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monetary policies.

This also throws the disconnect between asset prices and economic fundamentals in many EMs into sharp relief.

The high foreign-held share of local-currency bonds in many EMs will be a source of vulnerability if market
conditions deteriorate.

Earlier this month, Yellen insisted that "pockets of increased risk-taking" in financial markets do not justify raising
official rates at present.

Her comments were a firm rebuke to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), whose latest annual report,
published on June 29, warned that ultra-accommodative monetary policies on the part of the world's leading central
banks had caused the link between economic fundamentals and asset prices to weaken "amid historically subdued
volatility and low risk premium." see INTERNATIONAL: Fed outlook threatens emerging markets - July 2, 2014.

The four-month-long rally in EMs is a perfect example of this phenomenon, notwithstanding the broad improvement
in the underlying fundamentals of the EM asset class since the rolling crises of the 1990s.

In the space of just two to three months, sentiment towards EMs has turned from exceedingly bleak to bullish,
despite mounting geopolitical and country-specific risks and, as the BIS notes, growing concerns that central banks'
ultra-loose monetary policies are causing investors broadly to underprice risk, thereby increasing the scope for a
sharp and disorderly correction in asset prices.

The average spread on dollar-denominated EM bonds over US Treasuries has fallen more than 120 basis points
since the end of January to 274 basis points at present, according to JP Morgan. This is more or less where spreads
stood before the Fed signalled its intention to scale back, or 'taper', its asset purchases in May 2013, and after a
more than 30 basis point fall in the ten-year Treasury yield this year to 2.56%.

Investors under-pricing risks.

The suddenness of the shift in sentiment towards EMs against a backdrop of
weaker growth, deteriorating creditworthiness in many countries and
mounting domestic and external risks underscores the tactical and
opportunistic nature of the rally, fuelled by the reach for yield among
investors.

While there are significant differences within EM regions, concerns about
emerging Europe evolve mainly around Russia and Turkey, while vulnerabilities in Latin America and Emerging Asia
stem mainly from weaker growth and uncertainty about the commitment to reform. Indeed, investors have become
less sensitive to idiosyncratic risks -- in a sign that complacency is setting in.

It is noteworthy that the best-performing EM local currency bond markets this year in dollar terms have been Brazil
and Turkey, with returns of 16% and 11.5% respectively, according to JP Morgan.

Yet both of these countries suffer from significant political and economic weaknesses which have undermined the
credibility of the sovereigns' respective policy regimes:

In Brazil, stagflation has set in, with the economy barely growing in the first quarter and inflation accelerating to
nearly 6.5% in June. This is likely to force the central bank to resume its tightening cycle after the presidential
election in October, with rates already standing at a restrictive 11%. Moreover, President Dilma Rousseff, the
frontrunner in the upcoming election, is not embraced by markets because of her government's reluctance to
undertake much-needed structural reforms.

Meanwhile, in Turkey, political pressure on the central bank to cut interest rates more aggressively is growing
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day-by-day, undermining the credibility of Turkish monetary policy at a time when the central bank's inflation-
fighting credentials have already been damaged because of sharper-than-expected rate cuts over the past couple of
months. The risk is that if sentiment deteriorates, the central bank will be forced to raise rates sharply once again,
undercutting growth prospects see EUROPE: Demand for riskier state debt could reverse - July 4, 2014.

Fed trumps country-specific risks.

While investors are concerned about idiosyncratic risks in EMs, these are likely to affect sentiment in a meaningful
way only if markets begin to price in an earlier-than-expected rise in US official rates. This would lead to a sharp
appreciation in the dollar, placing the most vulnerable EM currencies under severe strain.

This strongly suggests that EM local currency bonds, which now account for the bulk of the EM sovereign debt
market, are particularly vulnerable to an abrupt reversal in sentiment.

While EM domestic currency bonds, which bore the brunt of the sell-off in January due to sharp falls in many EM
currencies, have delivered returns of 6% in dollar terms this year (and as much as 11% in the case of Latin
America), local debt markets remain vulnerable partly because of the very high share of foreign, or non-resident,
investors in many countries. Foreign investors are more likely to sell their holdings of EM debt in the event of a
sharp and sustained deterioration in sentiment.

In Poland, Mexico and Malaysia, which all weight 10% in JP Morgan's
benchmark EM local currency bond index (GBI-EM), foreign investors account
for between 40% and 55% of the local currency debt market, according to
Bank of America Merrill Lynch data. They also account for over one-third of
the Indonesian and Hungarian domestic bond markets.

While the bulk of the foreign capital is 'stickier' institutional money, as opposed to flightier retail money, EM local
bond markets with higher foreign holdings remain vulnerable.

CONCLUSION: The tug-of-war between central bank largesse and country-specific and global risks is likely to
become more competitive in coming months. However, the most likely catalyst for an adverse shift in sentiment
towards EMs is a reassessment on the part of markets of the timing of an increase in US interest rates. While the
east-west standoff over Ukraine and the crisis in Iraq threaten the EM rally, sentiment is likely to deteriorate
sharply in response to these pressures only if meaningful Western sanctions are imposed on Russia or if oil prices
surge. The Fed is much more likely to trigger a sell-off -- which could spread into developed market assets.
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